Who we are

Dst represents the intersection among Design, Strategy and Technology, to create digital experiences that become success stories. The strength of Dst is to have internally all the necessary knowledge needed for the development and growth of a digital project: from Innovation to Service Design, from Consulting to Technological Development, from Marketing to Customer Service.

Service description

Academy: Our highly skilled teachers on digital world topics train future proof professionals.

Consulting: we fill the resource gap customers may have in the implementation of complex digital transformation.

Design: we imagine and design user-centered solutions in which every aesthetic, functional and communicative detail is taken care of in order to align creativity and business needs.

Technology: We provide a multi-sector expertise together with Agile and Scrum methodologies to develop Cloud, Web, Mobile, e-Commerce, CMS and DMS platforms.

Digital Marketing: We use an adaptive approach to create original and customized sales paths, designed to be digital experiences.

Customer & Service Management: we provide application support on legacy platforms and system support for the configuration of physical and cloud networks, servers, software, portals and backend.

Innovation: we guides companies to identify calls for tenders and funding to support growth and innovation.

Contacts
Tel.: 3472786402
g.mulas@dstech.it

www.dstech.it